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PRESS NOTE

CHANDIGARH, MAY 5:   The Punjab Governor and Administrator, Union 

Territory, Chandigarh, Mr. Shivraj V. Patil while speaking on the occasion 

of Golden Jubilee Celebrations of the Bar Council of Punjab and Haryana 

held  at  PGI,  today  said  that   the  Bar  Councils  have  many  duties  to 

perform,  to  strengthen the  system used to  impart  legal  education,  to 

maintain the true nature of the legal profession and its dignity, to help in 

presenting the fact, and in interpreting the laws in courts, in a correct 

manner, to help the seekers of justice, by giving them legal aid. He said 

that these duties are not easily performed, and require vision, erudition,

determination and perseverance which the members of the bar and bar

council  of  this  area,  would  acquire  and  use,  in  a  most  laudable  and 

expected manner. 

Mr. Patil said that we are talking about legal education for Hon’ble 

Judges and lawyers only. He said the need of the hour was to educate the 

general public regarding the laws and rights made for them. He said we 

have the worksmen compensation act and many people do not know that 

there is a law and rights are given to people. Due to this they are unable 

to  get  benefit  of  compensation at  the time of  need.   He said  we can 

educate general public regarding laws and rights through electronic and 

print media.

Mr. Patil said that the democracy is a system which depends on the 

people’s  majority  views,  on  the  concept  of  rule  of  law,  and  justice, 

political,  economic,  social  and  cultural,  on  what  the  law  makers  and 

interpreters, and dispensers of justice do.  Without justice, equality, rule 

of  law,  democracy  cannot  sustain  itself.   Looked  from this  angle,  the 

importance of lawyers, bar councils and judiciary can be fathomed. 
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The  Governor  said  that  the  Bar  of  the  lawyers  of  Punjab  and 

Haryana and this  area has contributed many legal  gems of purest ray 

serene who have adorned many positions in the highest judiciary of the 

country and in forums where laws are made and in many other areas in 

an  exceptional  manner,  and  have  proved  themselves  most  erudite, 

visionary, just, capable and efficient.


